
 
 

Year 10 Spanish Semester 1:  Holidays 

 
Knowledge: 

* Saying what you did on holiday, where you stayed and what your holiday was like 

* Describing problems that happened on holiday and you made complaints 

* Using both the preterit and imperfect tenses correctly when describing your holiday 

* Understanding and using a range of more complex language and structures linked 
to the topic of holidays 

Skills: 

* Learning how to produce responses as part of the Role Play element of the GCSE 

* Learning how to describe a photo in detail using a range of more complex language 

* Learning how to respond to prompts written in Spanish as part of the writing 
specification 

 

Indicators of Expected Progress: 

 

MEG 2: 

* I can say what I did on holiday, where I stayed and what my holiday was like using 
basic verb forms 

* I can describe some basic holiday problems I experienced 

* I can use both the preterit and imperfect tenses together with partial success 

* I can use some topic language successfully in my production of Spanish but I need 
to incorporate more complex structures into my work 

* I am beginning to apply the grammar I have learnt to my production of language but 
I still need a lot of support to be able to do this 

 

MEG 5: 

* I can say what I did on holiday, where I stayed and what my holiday was like using 
a range of verb forms 

* I can describe the holiday problems I experienced and how I resolved them 

* I can use both the preterit and imperfect tenses successfully 

* I can use topic language successfully in my production of Spanish and I am also 
beginning to include more complex structures in my work 



 
 

* I apply the grammar I have learnt in Key Stage 4 to my production of language 

 

MEG 8: 

* I can say what I did on holiday, where I stayed and what my holiday was like using 
a wide range of Spanish and sophisticated language. I manipulate language well. 

* I can describe the holiday problems I experienced and how I resolved them in detail 

* I can use both the preterit and imperfect tenses successfully and I look for ways to 
incorporate other tenses into my work 

* I can use topic language successfully in my production of Spanish and I also 
include more complex structures in my work with ease 

* I apply the grammar I have learnt in Key Stage 4 to my production of language and 
I seek to learn other ways of doing this 


